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editor’s view

Food for all
By 2050, it’s estimated that there will be an
additional two billion people on Earth. With parts
of the globe already facing resource shortages,
consider for a moment what it will take to feed
that nine billionth person.
In producing a green paper for Australia’s
first National Food Plan, Canberra reckons the
value of world food demand is expected to rise
by 77% by 2050.
Food is the most important industry in
Australia. It feeds 80m people worldwide each
year and employs 1.6m Australians.
To ensure the future food supply, we must
address a series of complex, interconnected and
often conflicting issues. We have to produce
more food with limited farmable land, and we
must do so in a way that promotes water and soil
conservation and improves the livelihoods of farm
workers and agricultural communities. And once
it is produced it needs to get to the consumer
safely and efficiently.
The food industry needs to improve supply
chain efficiency and address social impacts;
these were two of the key findings from the
recent Sustainable Foods Summit, which brought

Supporting Organisations
American Society of Transportation and Logistics (ASTL)
China Federation of Logistics & Purchasing (CFLP)

together over 140 senior executives from the food
industry in Amsterdam in early June.
Inefficiencies in the food industry were
highlighted by Robert van Otterdijk from the
Food & Agriculture Organisation of the United
Nations. His research showed that 1.3bn tonnes
of food – about a third of all food produced for
human consumption - is lost or wasted. Large
volumes of food is lost after harvest in developing
countries, however European and North American
consumers are most responsible for food waste.
In Asia it is still a fact that when it comes
to perishables the infrastructure is not in place
– and this is a widening gap as the region gets
richer and a wider selection of foods become
staples.
With a middle-class consumer base due to
reach an estimated 583m by 2025, India is likely
to drive growth in consumer spending in Asia as
a whole, but the country’s cold chain logistics
expertise and infrastructure are still in need of
significant improvement if they are to cope with
such growth.
Likewise, estimates in China suggest fully
one third of perishables that are damaged in
transit and storage in the People’s Republic.
For those in the cold chain business, Asia
offers a vast banquet of opportunities.

Sam Chambers
Editor, Supply Chain Asia magazine
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president’s Message

Supply Chain Asia –
A Professional Body
dedicated to the
development of Supply
Chain & Logistics
Professionals in Asia
Finally, we have decided to adopt a
professional body status and officially
registered Supply Chain Asia as a not-forprofit organisation. In the process of doing
so, we get to appreciate the concept of

“not-for-profit” a lot better. It is not for the
sake of making sure we don’t make profit
from our work but rather that the profits
made are used for further developments and
expansion of Supply Chain Asia.
In the last few months, the community
was almost in a “hibernation mode” as we
sought to clarify the various legal structures
we need to register in order to raise our
profile into a professional body as well as
become a legally recognised not-for-profit
organisation. The Executive Board of
Advisors of Supply Chain Asia was formally
formed and we agreed to register and locate
our regional headquarters in Singapore. A
formal Supply Chain Asia Charter governing
its cause and structure was also drawn up.
We p l a n t o m a k e a n o f f i c i a l
announcement and host a press conference
in Singapore on 28 August 2012 – the day
before our annual Forum. During the press
conference, we will also announce the
development of a full suite of programs and
initiatives focusing on talent development
and knowledge expansion that we intend
to carry out over the next 12-18 months.

One of the major announcements will be
the release of a new mobile application that
we hope will enable us to reach out more
effectively to the community.
The fact that Supply Chain Asia started
as a personal hobby to connect individuals
and professionals has now officially entered
a new arena. We believe the formal and
structured renewal process for Supply
Chain Asia will ensure our viability and
sustainability over time.
We are extremely hopeful that with the
new platform and structure, we will be able
to connect with our community members
through other less intrusive means - utilising
various online media and communication
tools, including our bi-monthly magazine.
With this, we also hope to remain true to our
focus in CONNECTING professionals and
individuals in this community here in Asia.

Paul Lim
Founder/President, Supply Chain Asia
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Shanghai stakes claim to become top air
cargo destination
DHL opens giant hub in China’s
financial metropolis, FedEx and
UPS set to follow suit
Shanghai, already the world’s largest
sea port, is also on course to become
the world’s top air cargo hub by 2015,
according to the head of the city’s airport
authority.
Speaking at the opening of a new
$175m North Asia hub by Germany’s
Deutsche Post DHL this July, Li Derun,
president of Shanghai Airport Authority,
said that investments by such global
players at Shanghai Pudong International
Airport are now driving air traffic into the
city.
He said rival US industry giants United
Parcel Service Inc and FedEx Corp are also
planning to base their regional express
hubs in the airport area, expanding their
international transfer business.
Pudong International Airport handled
around 3.1m metric tons of cargo in 2011,
ranking it third globally behind Hong
Kong International Airport and Memphis
International Airport in the United States.
“We only lag behind our rivals by
500,000 to 600,000 tons,” Li said.
“International transfer business
accounts for just 5% of our portfolio. To
take the top spot, we need to lift this to
16% over the next three years.”
The new DHL facility in Shanghai part of an overall expansion plan by the
company in China over the next five years
- will be its biggest express hub in Asia,
and marks its largest single investment
in China, said its executive officer Frank
Appel.
“The hub is a logistics milestone
in the company’s network. With Asia’s
leading economies fast integrating and
free trade agreements reducing barriers
to international commerce, logistics
companies need capabilities to offer
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simplicity, speed and service,” he added.
Covering an area equivalent to 13
soccer fields, the centre can process up to
20,000 documents and 20,000 parcels
per hour.
Last year, DHL’s sales in China hit
4.2bn euros ($5.1bn), representing half
of its Asia-Pacific revenue and 10% of its
global income.
Appel said the company now expects
China to account for a third of its overall
revenue by 2017, and DHL will spend
a further $132 million adding eight
dedicated aircraft on high demand routes
between Shanghai and North Asia, Europe
and the US by 2014.
Li added that the new international
express services being introduced will
greatly enhance Pudong International
Airport’s cargo business, which saw
shipments drop by 7% in the first half of
this year compared to the end of 2011.
To better serve the international
couriers now operating there, Li said
the airport authorities plan to speed up

“

customs clearance systems and optimise
flight timetables for faster connections.
With the government’s call to turn the
city into an intercontinental cargo centre,
UPS introduced an international hub three
years ago at Pudong International Airport,
making it the key gateway linking China to
its global network.
According to Li, FedEx is planning an
inter-continental express hub at the airport,
even bigger than that opened by DHL.
While FedEx declined to comment on
details, its express division announced
recently it was launching Boeing 777
freighter routes from Shanghai and
Guangzhou.
The two US companies are both
applying for domestic licenses to operate
inter-city businesses on the mainland.
But the requests are still pending,
partly thwarted by concerns that their
access to the local market is considered a
threat to national security.
DHL’s Appel, however, said it wasn’t
planning to launch domestic services at the
moment after pulling out in 2011.
“We are now concentrating on
the international delivery market. The
competition in the domestic market is too
intense,” he said.

Logistics companies need capabilities to offer simplicity, speed
and service

”

developments

IT heaven
Cloud computing has the
potential to revolutionise supply
chains, especially for electronics
manufacturers, helping manage
inventory and improve forecasts
As companies like Lenovo and Cisco try
to predict consumer demand, they have
both taken decisive steps, through their
partnership with E2open, a leading cloud
tech firm, to improve their collaborative
efforts among key suppliers, and their
efforts are worthy of our attention.
In a report, published earlier this year
by E2open, outlining Lenovo’s collaboration
strategy, Jon Pershke, vice president,
Business Transformation/IT, Global Supply
Chain at Lenovo, noted: “At Lenovo, our

average product innovation cycle is six
months, which magnifies the cost of
supply chain errors. To drive growth and
profitability, our operations must be fast,
flexible, and reliable to ensure that we can
get the newest products to our customers
— regardless of disruptions in the trading

network or macro-environment. Access to
real-time, actionable information — plus
the ability to collaborate with partners
to resolve exceptions — are critical to
achieving this goal.”
Like many companies in the personal
computer space, Lenovo has had to
contend with consumers’ appetite for
Apple’s iPad tablets, which launched
in 2010. In 2011, Lenovo took on
new supply chain challenges when it
expanded operations through mergers and
acquisitions, including German PC and
consumer electronics company Medion,
and an agreement with NEC to form a
substantial personal computer business
in Japan.
Therefore, when Lenovo turned to
E2open, the provider of a cloud-based B2B
integration and supply chain management
continued page 8
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platform, to build a collaborative transparent
global supply chain, several key objectives
were identified. Not only did Lenovo want
to reduce the cost and time to new trading
partners, but the company set out to build
a real-time, consolidated view of processes
and operations, so that partners can view a
single “version of the truth” that enhances
data analysis and correlation.
Another requirement was that the
E2open platform offer partners a vehicle
to collaboratively execute key supply chain
processes such as order-to-cash, procureto-pay, and inventory management. Lenovo
used E2open’s cloud-based platform to
collaborate more efficiently with its suppliers
in uploading supply chain data. According

to Lenovo’s own data, the company has
reduced onboarding time by 85 percent,
lowered IT costs by 53 percent, and reduced
IT management costs associated with
supplier integration by 70 percent.
Another company that has intensified
its collaboration with its partners is Cisco,
the manufacturer of network equipment
such as gateways, routers, network bridges,
switches, and hubs. In 2007, Cisco decided
to boost its data exchange capabilities with
key suppliers and partners by joining forces
with E2open.
Cisco officials estimate that since using
E2open’s B2B integration tools, the company
has linked its systems electronically with
over 100 key suppliers and partners. By

leveraging E2open’s standards-based
models, Cisco and its partners can exchange
data, make better decisions, and transact
business in near real-time. This improves
transparency among partners, reduces
supply and demand discrepancies, and
mitigates overall supply chain risks.
That said, Cisco asserts that its supply
chain offers greater transparency across its
operations and has realised a number of
business benefits since it began utilising
E2open’s B2B integration tools. These
improvements include a scalable network
that can accommodate new partners as
well as provide average processing time of
less than a second, with average volumes
of 1.1m transactions per week.

Supply chain priorities
Editor Sam Chambers picks through
the findings of three recent supply
chain surveys
According to a recently released survey by
KPMG, almost 75% of companies score
poorly when it comes to leveraging their
supply chain data to improve operations and
achieve cost savings while mitigating risk.
Companies are prioritising supplier
risk management as a result of the highprofile supplier failures that have occurred
recently, in addition to the current troubled
state of global markets.
Companies will have to empower
procurement professionals to act as central
coordinators that balance a company’s
systems and technology in order to better
manage supplier risk.
The ability to make better use of
technology will therefore be a critical
imperative for procurement departments
who - to date - have been largely hampered
by a lack of proper IT agility which, in
turn, has directly impacted their ability to
either capture accurate and timely data or
feed it into the organisation’s management
information process.
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Cost reduction priority

Recall headaches

For manufacturers, the top supply
chain objective continues to be cost
reduction. A survey by research firm IDC
Manufacturing Insights found that 80%
of 350 manufacturers polled said the
reduction of overall costs continue to be
their number-one supply chain priority for
the balance of the year.
In a report titled “Business Strategy:
2012 Supply Chain Survey-Manufacturing
Priorities and New Technology Adoption,”
IDC found that the number two goal was
striving for agility in their supply chains.
The third objective was product quality
and safety, cited by 52% of survey takers.
Chiming with the KPMG results above
IDC survey respondents also said that “big
data analysis” was the new technology
that was most relevant to their business.
“Big data analysis” involves the use of
sophisticated software to sift through large
amounts of disparate information to find
connections or patterns.
Second on the list was “mobility,”
which refers to the use of devices like smart
phones that allow workers and managers to
access data from anywhere.

Nearly three out of four supply chain chiefs
polled in a recent survey said they can’t
get their hands on their products in the
event of recall.
That’s one of the key findings from
a study released by RedPrairie Corp, a
vendor of supply chain software. Of the
130 supply chain executives surveyed,
72% said they are not completely confident
in their organisation’s ability to trace the
status of products that have been recalled.
The study canvassed companies in the
consumer-products, life-sciences, and
food-and-beverage sectors.
Another alarming finding was that only
51% of those surveyed said their companies
could execute a product recall within hours.
About 70% of the respondents said they
have difficulty coordinating recalls with
suppliers and distributors.
The study found that 46% of
respondents struggle to stay compliant with
government regulations regarding product
safety and recalls. In addition, less than
20% of survey participants have deployed
technology to help automate a trace-andrecall process.

World Courier

When Versatility Counts
Keen Vision, Clarity of Intent

Visit: www.worldcourier.com

When a small emergency shipment containing six kilos of specialized
tools threatened to shut down a production line in Turkey, World
Courier sprang into action dispatching a driver to Bielefeld (200
kilometers from Frankfurt) after close of business on Wednesday.
Using a complex series of transfers and drive-aways, delivery was
made to the waiting consignee in Manisa (some 500 kilometers
southwest of Istanbul) at 00:40 a.m. Friday morning. Lightning-quick
response, a focus on the larger picture and exceptional execution
characterizes this unconventional service comprised of two
dedicated drive-aways, a same-day domestic transfer, after-hours
customs clearance in Turkey using a temporary import permit, and
a late night delivery.
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in, as oil is becoming more
expensive we think LNG will
become a new trend. We have
a large LNG terminal which
will be put into operation in
2015 and it can serve both our
industry and can be used as
fuel,” Carlsson reveals.
There is a major logistics
c e n t r e i n G o t h e n b u r g ’s
hinterland, with Volvo very
close by.

Gothenburg
eyes Asian
trade
Making a big marketing splash
across Asia at the moment is
Sweden’s top port. The Port
of Gothenburg has an ideal
strategic location; 70% of
Nordic industry and population
can be found within a radius
of six hours. The port handles
65% of Sweden’s container
traffic. The port is also the only
Nordic port with transoceanic
direct calls from the Far East,
India, Central America and
North America.
Gothenburg has over 136
destinations throughout the
world, including two weekly
direct calls from Shanghai,
Ningbo and ports in southern
China by seven shipping lines.
“We have a very long history
cooperating with China. In
the 18th century we had cargo
ships sailing between Sweden
and China. Today the city of
Gothenburg is a partner city
with Shanghai and the Port of
Gothenburg is a sister port to
Shanghai Port. And now that
the G6 alliance has started
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to call us, we are expecting
more business from Asia,” says
Cecelia Carlsson, PR manager
of the Port of Gothenburg.
The Port of Gothenburg is
one of the leading ports in the
world in the environment field.
“We have 25 rail shuttles
to go to different cities in
Sweden and Norway, 50% of
the containers transferred to
land transportation are done
so by these shuttles, not by
truck, it’s very cost-efficient
and time-efficient. Last year
we saved 50,000 tons of CO2.
We believe strongly in the
combination of rail transport
and sea transport,” Carlsson
says.
“Another green advantage
we have is that we use onshore
power supply. It started ten
years ago and we have won
many international awards for
this. Currently 30% of the
vessels that call at our port
switch off their engines and
use the power from the land
instead and the onshore power
also comes from wind power.
This is mainly for roro traffic
as we have more than 100 roro
departures a week.
“Now we think LNG could
be a good alternative to invest

Supply Chain Asia July/August 2012

“We are trying to get more
good logistics companies to
invest in the hinterland,” says
the port executive.
“Our long term goal is to
triple or quadruple our volumes
without making a lot of impact
on the environment, which
means more rail, cleaner fuel for
the vessels, and eventually make
the port grow in a sustainable
way,” concludes Carlsson.

Evergreen on course for 1m
teu fleet
Evergreen Line, Taiwan’s top box player, aims to head back
up the global liner rankings into fourth place via its recent
chartering deal with Greece’s Enesel for ten 13,800 teu ships.
The vessels, to be built at Korea’s Hyundai Heavy Industries,
will also allow the Chang Yung-fa-controlled firm to cross the
1m teu mark in terms of fleet size. Evergreen is believed to
be paying in the region of $50,000 a day for the 13,800 teu
ships, considerably less than most of its peers.
Evergreen also has twenty 8,000 teu ships under
construction at Korea’s Samsung Heavy Industries for delivery
through to 2015 and another ten similarly sized ships being
built at CSBC in Kaohsiung. Evergreen currently ranks fifth
in the world with a fleet size of 668,000 teu.
A decade ago only Maersk was bigger than Evergreen,
but since then aggressive expansion plans by Europe’s MSC
and CMA CGM in particular saw Evergreen slip down the
rankings.

We will find the ideal storage solutions for you
Efficient space utilisation using the right storage solutions can
effectively increase pallet capacity by up to 100%! Contact us,
we will show you how to compress your storage with a costeffective and efficient storage system.

SSI SCHAEFER · regionalmktg@ssi-schaefer.sg · www.ssi-schaefer-asia.com
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he Philippines, long seen as a
sick man of Asia compared with
the neighbouring economic tigers,
has something to roar about of its own,
after consistent strong economic growth
was recognised this month by Standard
& Poor’s increasing the country’s debt
rating to its highest in nine years.
S&P raised its rating on the Philippines to
BB+, one level below investment grade,
from BB. The move, which will help to cut
borrowing costs, reflects “the country’s
strengthening external position, with
remittances and an expanding service
export sector continuing to drive currentaccount surpluses,” according to S&P
analyst Agost Benard in Singapore.
The Philippines is attracting favourable
notices on the back of strong exports
underpinned by an increasingly strong
outsourcing industry and a growing
technology sector. The country has overtaken
India as the world leader in the business
support sector, according to an IBM
annual report - this despite Filipino workers
coming at a premium. Their work now goes
beyond traditional call centres to process
outsourcing and shared services to groups.
Exports in May surged almost 20% from
a year earlier to hit a 17-month high of
US$4.93bn, the National Statistical Office
of the Philippines reported on July 10. They
rose 8.2% in the first five months of the year
compared with the year-earlier period to
US$22.4bn. The outlook is also remarkably
strong - the purchasing managers’ index
(PMI) compiled by the Philippine Institute
for Supply Chain Management, rose to a
12-month high of 59.8 in May. A level
above 50 signals economic expansion;
below 50, contraction.
More investments in road and port
infrastructure are crucial to lowering the
transport and trade costs in the country,
according to a study titled “Inter-regional
Trade of High Value Fruits and Vegetables:
Issues on Transport and Shipping” by
the Philippine Institute for Development
Studies (PIDS).
The study focuses on the transport
of vegetable and fruit produce from
Mindanao, a major food producing area, to
particular regions in Luzon and Visayas, to
meet increasing market demands.
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Philippines rising
The archipelago’s economy is finally showing strong growth. More
infrastructure is needed
It pointed out that good network of
roads and ports that links production
areas to consumer markets is important
in bringing down transport and marketing
costs.
“The lack of an efficient transport and
distribution system increases the cost of
transporting agricultural produce, reduces
the quality and quantity of those goods,
and diminishes the profitability of actors
involved in the supply chain,” it said.
The study noted that there is ground
for exploring public-private partnership
(PPP) in the development of road and
port networks and in improving ancillary
facilities.

“

There is ground for
exploring public-private
partnership in the development
of road and port networks

”

It cited the privately-operated Mindanao
Container International Terminal as an
example of PPP that can help bring down
the cost of investments and the cost of
transport and shipping of goods. The
study also stressed the need to improve
the roll-on/roll-off (roro) ports and shipping
for greater connectivity of markets and
mobility of people.
Improving roro services will require the
adherence of shipping companies to the

prescribed safety and soundness standards
of the shipping industry, it said.
“Inadequacy of infrastructure has been
a major reason for the country’s lack of
competitiveness and attraction as a viable
and profitable business destination,” it
noted.
To make the food market more
competitive, the government must also
help small producers to get the best
possible price for their produce by the
provision of timely and accurate market
information through various means of
communication.
“Linking the [suburbs], especially those
in the hinterlands to the worldwide web is
the last mile in telecommunications where
government and private sector investments
and cooperation will be necessary,” the
study said.
It also pointed out that access to
inputs, technology and credit would also
improve the participation of small growers
in the food supply chain.
The study recommended that the government must improve governance as well
as strictly monitor and impose regulations
especially those pertaining to safety and
soundness of transport and shipping.
“Good governance is indispensable to
reduce the cost of doing business and to
ensure efficient market exchange especially
for small players in the food supply chain,”
the study added.

ASEAN

Stronger
together
By becoming an economic
bloc in 2015 ASEAN will take
on its giant neighbours India
and China

S

outheast Asia has long been divided by language, religion,
historical rivalries and, farther south, the geography of
sprawling archipelagos. But the opening of Myanmar; the
construction of bridges, railways and roads on the Indochinese
Peninsula; and the rise of inexpensive air travel are bringing the
region’s nations closer to the goal of standing up to the two giants of
the neighbourhood, India and China. Those changes, in turn, give
more credence to plans to establish a common market by 2015.
In 2015, the 10-country ASEAN group of nations will become
the ASEAN Economic Community (AEC), a common market of
620m people. Economic growth will undoubtedly accelerate within
the region and opportunities for those in the logistics business will
be huge as the area transforms from its manufacturing background
to become ever more important consumers.
Individually, ASEAN countries are poorly placed to compete
with their massive northern neighbour, China, which has an
unmatched pool of inexpensive workers and a fast-growing middle
class of consumers. Collectively, though, ASEAN nations can scaleup to be a potentially powerful competitor to China, as well as one
of its largest trading partners. As an economic bloc, ASEAN ranks
sixth in purchasing power in the world after the EU, USA, China,
India and Japan.
Free trade agreements between ASEAN, China and India have
stimulated inward investment, boosting manufacturing and funding
of dams, roads, railways, electricity grids, gas pipelines and other
vital infrastructure. Since 2008, investment in Southeast Asia
has tripled.
The population of ASEAN is roughly twice that of the United
States and 20% larger than the European Union. Intra-ASEAN
trade, currently only about 25% of total trade by members, is
expected to post strong growth.

Rising costs in China mean manufacturers are relooking at
ASEAN.
China is expected to make a crucial shift from an investment to a
consumer-driven economy.
This means Asian countries that have low labour costs and
strong logistics should benefit as global manufacturers seek new
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locations, a research from Citigroup said.
Citi’s view is that China’s investment spending as a ratio of
gross domestic product is nearing its peak, and that a rebalancing
of China’s economy—wherein consumer spending will play an
increasingly dominant role—will be the most likely outcome in
the next few years.
There is no country that currently has a better combination of
low wages and good logistics than China, the research said, but in
forecasting as to where else the factories may relocate, the most
obvious possible beneficiary noted was Malaysia, where wages and
logistics are near China’s levels.
“Indeed, most of the other beneficiaries are likely to be Asian:
Thailand, India, Philippines, Vietnam and possibly Indonesia all
score reasonably well here,” the research said.
Demographics also work for ASEAN and against China. China
has an aging population, which will become a burden on the state
and put upward pressure on wages.
Most ASEAN countries are young by comparison. In
Cambodia, for example, more than half the population is under
age 25. So ASEAN is likely to become the go-to place for low-cost
manufacturing.
As ASEAN countries move towards economic integration, a
major shift in Asian trade flows is taking place. A diminishing
proportion of manufactured goods made in the region is going to
the US and Europe, and an increasing proportion is staying within
Asia. The shift signals the rise of a growing Asian consumer class.
In 2009, China became ASEAN’s largest trading partner. By the
end of 2010, bilateral trade had grown by 37.5% to US$293bn.
Add to that the likelihood of increased intra-ASEAN trade and the
picture is one of a massive market.
ASEAN is moving towards a single window for customs
where there is a single submission of data and information; a
single and synchronous processing of data and information; and
a single decision-making for customs release and clearance.
To this end Jakarta’s Tanjung Priok Port has started testing the
operational implementation of its new port clearance system
Inaportnet on July 1.
The system, to be coordinated by the directorate-general

ASEAN

“

Asian countries that have low labour costs
and strong logistics should benefit as global
manufacturers seek new locations away from China

”

for sea transportation, along with the accompanying Tradenet
system for import-export permits, is expected to lead to the full
implementation of the National Single Window in Indonesia, a
scheme to simplify paperwork requirements for traders and which
will also feed into the Asean Single Window Scheme.
Logistics is one of the key service sectors ASEAN has identified
for liberalisation. It will be vital to unlocking the region’s potential.
The problem here is that many of the ASEAN nations have sizeable
state-owned logistics companies, airlines, and shipping lines. They
have port and airport investments. So they have logistics assets
that will be difficult for them to parlay into any kind of ASEAN
integration.
One outgrowth of ASEAN’s economic initiative will be an
increase in the number of companies outsourcing management
of their supply chains and re-examining the location of their
production assets so they can take advantage of regional integration
and connectivity.
The countdown to 2015 has many people salivating – the time
to prepare is now.

Prepared for takeoff
ASEAN’s open-sky policy comes into effect in 2015
and airlines in the region reckon this will see a spike in
business.
For instance, Indonesia’s flag carrier airline, Garuda
Indonesia, plans to more than double its fleet to 194
aircraft before 2015.
Once ASEAN’s open sky policy comes into play, any
ASEAN region registered airline will be free to compete
on capital-to-capital routes without frequency or capacity
restrictions.
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Shenzhen-headquartered SF Express,
often referred to as China’s FedEx, is the
most aggressive player in the sector with
seven freighters at present and a planned
fleet of 25 planes by 2015 capable of
carrying 1.5m tons of cargo with the aim
of controlling fully one quarter of China’s
air cargo business by then.
SF Express is the most aggressive player in the sector with seven freighters at present and a
planned fleet of 25 planes by 2015

Express competition
heats up
Jason Jiang kicks off our air cargo special with a wrap of key
Chinese news

F

ollowing SF Express’s tail, another
Chinese domestic express company,
YTO Express has started dedicated
freighter services as of June 6.
YTO Express has brought in three
B737-300 freighters on a long term charter
contract. The freighters will be mainly
deployed on major markets in South, East
and North China.
“We mainly relied on wheels before,
now we have wings,” Yu Weijiao, President
of YTO Express said. “Freighters greatly
optimise our service and improves our
efficiency. We plan to form a fleet of 20
freighters in the next ten years,” Yu added.
Buoyed by the fast development of
e-commence in China, the express market
has been maintaining a growth of more
than 20 percent annually in China over
the past five years, having doubled in size
between 2006 and 2010 and actually
surpassing 30% growth last year.

business in 2011 and sold all its Chinese
express subsidiaries to Uni-top Industries.
“This will bring a new round of
consolidation in China’s express industry,”
said Zhou Da, an official from China
Southern Cargo.
FedEx Express wants to operate
express businesses in eight large Chinese
cities, including Shanghai, Guangzhou
and Hangzhou. And UPS has applied
to operate in five cities, including Xi’an
and Shanghai. Beijing is not on either
company’s list.
“Allowing foreign express companies
to join in the domestic express business
demonstrates China’s compliance with
WTO rules,” Ma Junsheng, director of State
Post Bureau of China.
“Sufficient competition can help
improve the quality of service in the
Chinese express industry and benefit more
people,” Ma added.

Enter FedEx and UPS

Domestic competition

Both FedEx and UPS have now been
granted licences for the domestic express
business in China for parcels, though not
for documents.
Unlike FedEx and UPS, DHL announced
it was quitting the domestic express

However, the ambitions of the two American
giants will be met by far more competition
than just three years ago with the likes
of SF Express, YTO Express, Yunda and
Shentong Express all gearing up for a big
fight for market share.
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New air hub in
Southeast China
After nearly four years of construction,
Kunming Changshui International
Airport, a hub airport in southwest
China’s Yunnan province, has officially
gone into operation on June 28 and it
has become the fourth largest airport
in China after Beijing, Shanghai and
Guangzhou.
The airport, which is built with
a total investment of RMB23bn
(US$3.6bn), located 24.4 km away
from downtown Kunming, will have a
designed capacity of 38m passengers
and 950,000 tonnes of cargo annually.
“The airport will function as a
major aviation hub for southeast and
west Asia,” said Liu Ming, president of
Yunnan Airport Group.
On the cargo front it is expected to
be a major conduit between China and
ASEAN, the block of southeast Asian
nations. The two huge regions signed a
free trade agreement last year and twoway trade has since grown by 20% on
an annual basis. Moreover, Kunming
can serve as a cargo hub towards
Bangladesh the east coast of India.
According to the airport’s long-term
plan, the capacity will be expanded to
65m passengers and 2.3m tonnes of
cargo annually by 2040.
The old Kunming Airport, Wujiaba
Airport closed operations on the same
day. The second oldest airport in China
was built 90 years ago as a military
airport.

air cargo

Small beer for
Cathay
Cathay Pacific executives at the end
of June warns the Swire subsidiary is
on course to record a 7% reduction
in cargo yields year-on-year in 2012.
“Management’s tone during the
meeting was relatively unchanged from
the downbeat message conveyed in its
May 9 trading statement,” Michael
Beer, Hong Kong transport analyst for
Citi, reported. “However since that
time, jet fuel prices declined 14%,
we believe likely leading CX to record
a modest fuel benefit during the last
month of the quarter.”
Cathay management sees few
signs of a rebound and continues to
“right-size” the fleet.
Cathay’s cargo traffic declined
15.3% year-on-year in May and is
tracking down 10.7% this year so
far. CX’s cargo load factor declined
by 590 basis points to 62.3% in May
- and declined 100bp from the April
level), well below its ten-year average
of 69.5%.
“While we expect comps to ease
for the rest of the year, we see few
signs of a pickup in demand at
this stage and capacity remains a
concern,” Beer noted.

Auf Wiedersehen, Jade
Jason Jiang reports on
the downfall of Jade
Cargo

J

ade Cargo officially folded
in June as no agreement
could be reached on
restructuring. Its planes now
lie dormant on the tarmac of
Shenzhen airport.
The 2004-founded
Shenzhen carrier, in which
Lufthansa Cargo invested
along with Shenzhen Airlines,
suspended operations last
December as volumes
dwindled. Restructuring was due to see
private logistics firm Uni-top Group take
control of the carrier. A letter of intent
was signed on February 29 between the
two parties, but no deal could be agreed.
Jade’s troubles come as other foreign
invested joint ventures in China flounder
too.
S i n o t r a n s A i r Tr a n s p o r t a t i o n
Development Co announced on May 22
that the board of Grandstar Cargo Airlines,
a cargo airline which is jointly owned by
Sinotrans Air Transportation Development
and Korean Air, has approved plans to
liquidate the carrier amid the gloomy
prospects in the market.
Tianjin-based Grandstar Airlines was
founded in December 2007 and started
operations in 2008 with one Boeing 747400 freighter. Sinotrans Air Transportation
Development Co and Korean Air own 51%
and 25% of its equity respectively; Korean
financial companies Hana Capital Co. and
Shinhan Capital Co owning the rest of the
shares.
Grandstar Cargo, which has already
suspended flight operations, had been in
the red since it was established; it had
nett losses of RMB340.1m (US$53.3m),
RMB20.7m and RMB94.3m in 2011,
2010 and 2009 respectively.

“Although the liquidation will let
Sinotrans Air Transportation Development
bear some debt payment, it is better for
our future development as the continuous
losses will bring even more debt,” said a
spokesperson from Sinotrans.
Korean Air also said the liquidation of
Grandstar was an inevitable decision owing
mainly to low cargo-carrying demand and
higher costs from rising oil prices.

Joy full of cargo
Joy Air, a budget airline jointly established
by China Aviation Industry Corporation and
China Eastern Airlines, has started air cargo
services as of June 29.
The new cargo service will include
destinations Xi’an, Taiyuan, Yinchuan,
Wuhan, Zhengzhou, Hefei, and Nanchang.
“After half a year’s preparation, the
cargo service will bring us to a new step
in the aviation industry. We will keep
expanding our fleet to offer more effective
service to our customers,” said an official
from Joy Air.
Joy Air is headquartered in Xi’an
Xianyang Airport, one of the fastest growing
inland Chinese airports. Joy Air mainly
operates regional routes using Chinese
made Xinzhou-60 feeder aircraft; currently
it operates six Xinzhou-60s with another 44
on order.
July/August 2012 Supply Chain Asia
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India
establishes
air
logistics
board

I

n June, the Indian Government has
formed an inter-ministerial air logistics
board to oversee and help develop the
forever stalling industry.
The board has been authorised to
resolve inter-ministerial issues that affect
air cargo operations in the country by
reviewing the general and sectoral policy
regime governing air cargo logistics
operations and remove the bottlenecks to
efficiency.

According to a press release, the new
board will lay down policy guidelines for
setting up of air cargo facilities at airports
including guidelines for public private
partnership model of development of these
facilities. It will also lay down performance
standards relating to quality of service
in the air cargo logistics supply chain to
be monitored by the Airports Economic

Regulatory Authority for implementation.
“The government has to intervene and
take a stronger approach to the air cargo
sector,” a senior Air India executive told
Supply Chain Asia, “as at the moment
the development of the industry is too
fragmented with little overall cohesion
and we are falling behind others in the
region.”

Chennai replaces Delhi for China Airlines
Taiwan’s top carrier has switched its Indian cargo focus to the
east of the world’s largest democracy. Back in March China
Airlines decided to cancel its dedicated freighter service to
Delhi, citing poor volumes. However, in the middle of May
the airlines announced the launch of a freighter service from
Taipei to Chennai.
The service to Chennai will be operated twice a week on
Wednesdays and Sundays to serve the growing demand for
shipment of electronics items which are manufactured in the
region. The flight will also stop at Kuala Lumpur in the middle
of the route.
“In the past, Delhi was the hub for us. However, today,
it is Chennai, which has emerged as a strong hub due to
the presence of large manufacturing units, including mobile
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phones,” Senior VicePresident, China
Airlines Brian Chou
said, adding that the
airline might increase
the service to three
times a week in the
near future.
The Chennai
service will also
connect to the airline’s
service to Luxemburg, making China Airlines the only airline
to offer direct scheduled cargo service from Chennai to
Luxemburg.

Automotives

Robust market,
weak supply chains

W

hile most economic indicators in China at the moment
indicate slowdown, car sales are remaining remarkably
robust - car sales in China rose 22.6% year-on-year
in May, according to figures from the China Association of
Automobile Manufacturers. And it looks like staying a pretty strong
market – a recent survey of aspiring middle class urban Chinese
by market research firm Mintel found that 47% of the middle
class (approximately 150,000 people) are actively considering
purchasing a car in the next twelve months. It seems the car market
is bucking the trend to slower growth in consumption right now.
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Paul French casts his eye over the
speedbumps lying on the road ahead
for China’s car industry

The central government’s recent June “mini-stimulus”
programme announced (after the car sales figures) by Beijing
includes continued subsidies for petrol meaning that car ownership
remains affordable post-purchase.
Looking at sales by marque, there does appear to be a pent-up
demand for higher end cars – BMW, Audi and Mercedes have all
reported strong business in recent months. Additonally, the luxury
segment is remaining strong too – Land Rover, Bentley and the
leading European sports car brands are all reporting strong sales
and orders going forward.

Automotives

Regionalisation
Still, the market is also about the ordinary aspirant middle class
motorist and makers like Nissan are doing well and continuing to
commit to China; in Nissan's case with a RMB30bn (US$4.7bn)
investment in a new plant in the northeastern city of Dalian.
Others are still investing too in order to boost their regional market
share. For instance, VW is building a new plant in Guangdong in
an attempt to increase its market share in southern China while
GM is building a new plant in Wuhan to capture sales in central
China. Ford is planning a new production line based in the eastern
city of Hangzhou to try and capture share in the megalopolis of
Shanghai where Ford has traditionally been weak compared to
other foreign marques. All of this regionalisation means that car
marques will be increasingly competing with each other in their
traditional core markets. This may have the effect of creating a
price war and so bring more consumers into the market to buy.
Similarly brands are moving into new sectors – for instance,
Nissan will be making upmarket SUVs in China for the first time
soon and also introducing its Infiniti luxury marque into the PRC
for the first time to better compete with BMW and Audi. Again,
more competition that should benefit the consumer in price terms
in the future.

Achilles’ heel
The strong sales numbers for 2012 so far however do reflect
a pent up demand being met which may jot be sustainable. A
pent up demand that reveals a weakness in the system that was
evident last year, in March, when the earthquake and tsunami
hit Japan and China’s automotive supply chain was thrown into
seeming disarray. And things got worse as Michael Dunne, a
long time observer of the China car industry and author of the
recently published book American Wheels, Chinese Roads, notes:
“Earthquakes and tsunamis in Japan together with once-in-50year floods in Thailand dealt a series of shocks to the global
automotive supply chain, not only for Japanese makers but for
American and European companies in China, too.”
The earthquake and tsunami forced factory closures and an
immediate shortage in supply of crucial car parts. The Japanese
manufacturers, obviously most exposed to any disruption in their
home market, were hit badly – Toyota had to temporarily half
production output due to shortages for the rest of 2011. Others
were hit hard too - Ford China CEO Joe Hinrichs said, “It’s not just
the supply base that directly supply the auto companies, but their
suppliers and their supplies
so it’s a complex situation
that is evolving everyday.”
Suppliers will need to
What became quickly
extend their supply lines
clear was that Japan’s famed
Keiretsu system had been
or move west
severely disrupted with
knock on effects that hit the

“

”

“

All of this regionalisation means that car
marques will be increasingly competing with each
other in their traditional core markets

”

Chinese car industry almost immediately. Ford did halt production
in China temporarily which affected annual output while others,
such as Volvo (now owned by China’s Geeley), was forced to source
parts from other suppliers.
Indeed some shortages in the supply chain linked to the
Japanese earthquake have persisted into 2012. For instance,
semiconductors, needed for gearbox control units and powertrains,
remained in short supply for a long time after March 2011.
However, now most of the supply chain is back to normal.
Michael Dunne believes China’s automotive supply chain is the
strongest in the world because, “it blends world class technologies
from the leading global suppliers like Bosch, Denso and Goodyear,
with low-cost Chinese manufacturing for simpler parts.”
Right now, given the sales numbers and intention to purchase
indications as cited above, and the wider spread of sales across
the country, the strategy is to gear up for expansion. In some cases
this will mean venturing into previously automotive terra incognita.
Dunne says that this will mean more challenges for supply chains,
“As car makers move westward with new assembly plants, even
as far as Urumqi, suppliers will need to extend their supply lines
or move west, too.”

Downturn risk
Still, the expansion and upgrading of the automotive supply chain
is partially a bet and any sudden downturn in sales would hit
hard. Because China is now the world’s largest market, suppliers
must gear up for massive output and Just-in-Time (JIT) delivery
up and down the supply chain. However, if the slow down in other
sectors of retail sales is replicated in the car business then a
possible extended period of demand weakness could cause major
headaches as some companies in the chain get stuck holding
the inventory. This obviously can get extremely expensive rather
quickly.
Reacting to such fluctuation in the Chinese market, which has
only known stratospheric growth so far, will be new and uncharted
territory for most local suppliers. How they navigate these choppy
waters will be their first big test of corporate flexibility and
adaptability.
Paul French is the Chief China Market Strategist with Mintel, based
in Shanghai
July/August 2012 Supply Chain Asia
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Supply Chain Asia Logistics

亚洲供应链物流奖

wards

A chance for glory

Balloting now underway for the 11th
Supply Chain Asia Logistics Awards

The 11th Supply Chain Asia Logistics Awards is going to be held in
Singapore this year. Join us now as our online balloting is started.
Organised by Supply Chain Asia magazine, this world-class
international event is held annually and brings together more than
300 senior professionals from the regional and global supply chain
and logistics industry.
A transparent voting process ensures winners of the Supply Chain
Asia Logistics Awards can claim to be the very best in their sector.

You can vote online at
www.supplychainknowledge.asia
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Maltacourt Logistics
Maltacourt is an international shipping and
freight forwarding agent, specialising in air
freight, sea freight, import export, and road
freight. From its present UK and international
locations, Maltacourt combines a unique
approach to people, process and technology to
deliver an unparalleled level of understanding
of our customers’ diverse businesses, thereby
enabling them to build long term relationships
based on trust, service quality and value.
Maltacourt has a niche service offering to
the high value commodity supply chains that
have complex needs.

events

Categories and criteria
Hall of Fame*
Supply Chain Visionary of the Year*
Supply Chain Manager of the Year - Consumer Electronics*
Global 3PL of the Year
(The category is open to logistics service providers with a global network)
• Size and scale of global network
• IT know-how and systems
• Level of customer service
• Client partnering/track record in understanding and collaborating
with customers
• Launch/upgrade of new products and services on an ongoing basis
to match market demand
• Reliability of service and value for money
• Level of knowledge of developing Asian markets
• Approach to sustainability and CSR issues
• Approach to security and risk management

Asian 3PL of the Year
(The category is open to logistics service providers that have originated
in Asia or The Middle East and have their global headquarters in Asia
or The Middle East)
• Size and scale of network
• IT know-how and systems
• Level of customer service

• Client partnering/track record in understanding and collaborating
with customers
• Launch/upgrade of new products and services on an ongoing basis
to match market demand
• Reliability of service and value for money
• Level of local knowledge of developing Asian markets
• Approach to sustainability and CSR issues
• Approach to security and risk management

The Green Supply Chain Award
(The category is open to shippers and supply chain service providers)
• Nominated organisations should outperform any generally accepted
official national and/or global environmental guidelines covering the
industries in which they operate.
• Nominees should have implemented substantial new measures to
improve and develop their environmental record over the past year.
Details of these measures should be publicly available.
• Nominees should be generally recognised as making sincere and
deep efforts to fully integrate environmental awareness into all areas
of business strategy and operations.
• Nominees should have a clearly defined environmental policy with
objectives supported and implemented from the very top of the
organisation.
• Nominees should have a track record of directing suppliers and
business partners towards better environmental standards.

July/August 2012 Supply Chain Asia
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The Supply Chain Innovation Award

Container Terminal of the Year

(The category is open to shippers and supply chain service providers)
Nominees for The Supply Chain Innovation Award will be requested
to submit a white paper/case study detailing an innovation in supply
chain operations. White papers will be passed to the panel of Awards
judges who will choose the outright winners in each category. Please
note that Innovation is the focus of the Award, which is open to
companies of any size.

(The category is open to container terminals located in Asia)
• Competitiveness of handling charges
• Level of customer service
• IT know-how and systems
• Size of liner network
• Capacity for electronic business procedures
• Quality of storage and distribution facilities
• Overall efficiency of facilities
• Ability to handle specialised shipments
• Security standards

The Award is intended to recognise a lasting and high value innovation
in supply chain operations.
Nominated companies should be those that have over the past twelve
months undertaken one of the following:
• A significant restructure of supply chain processes and/or operations
leading to major value gain for the organisation in terms of cost
savings and efficiency gains and improved customer service.
• Successful completion of a major supply chain/logistics project
with unique and specific challenges within the past twelve months.
Results of the project should be quantifiable and should represent
an innovation in the practice of supply chain management.
• Application of a new or existing technology (or technologies) in an
innovative manner resulting in major value gain for the business in
terms of cost savings and efficiency gains and improved customer
service.

Shipping Line of the Year
(The category is open to Asian and global container line operators)
• Size and span of network
• Schedule reliability
• IT know-how and systems
• Level of customer service
• Client partnering/track record in understanding and collaborating
well with customers
• Launch/upgrade of new products and services on an ongoing basis
to match market demand
• Reliability of service and value for money
• Approach to sustainability and other CSR issues
• Approach to security and risk management

Air Cargo Carrier of the Year
(The category is open to Asian and global air cargo carriers)
• Size and span of network
• Reliability of service and value for money
• Range of specialised products and services available
• Reliability of guaranteed services
• IT know-how and systems
• Level of customer service
• Launch/upgrade of new products/services on an ongoing basis to
match market demand
• Ability to handle specialised cargo
• Approach to sustainability and other CSR issues
• Approach to security and risk management

Co-Primary Sponsor
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Air Cargo Terminal of the Year
(The category is open to air cargo terminals located in Asia)
• Level of customer service
• IT know-how and systems
• Overall terminal efficiency
• Airline network coverage
• Quality of ground transportation links
• Handling charges
• Ability to handle specialised shipments
• Launch/upgrade of new products/services on an ongoing basis to
match market demand
• Approach to CSR and green service initiatives

Airfreight Forwarder of the Year
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Size of service network
Level of customer service
Timeliness and reliability
Range of value-added services on offer
Cost of services
Partnering initiatives with air cargo carriers
Standard of warehouse facilities
Application of IT in service delivery
Knowledge of local markets in Asia
Approach to sustainability and CSR issues
Approach to security and risk management

Seafreight Forwarder of the Year
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Size of service network
Level of customer service
Timeliness and reliability
Range of value-added services on offer
Cost of services
Partnering initiatives with shipping lines
Standard of storage and distribution facilities
IT know-how and systems
Knowledge of local markets in Asia
Approach to sustainability and CSR
Approach to security and risk management

* The top three categories are not open for online voting, they are
decided by a senior editorial panel.

dialogue

Indian advantage
Shirish Nadkarni catches up with Volkmar Mueller, managing director of
Kuehne + Nagel’s privately owned Indian arm

A

the resources and technology to
host of logistics service providers, both domestic and
design, build and run complex
multinational, are locked in a tussle to grab the client’s
logistics networks. Being a
buck and custom in India; and it often becomes difficult
fourth party provider (4PL),
for the shipper to work out which of these essentially “me-too”
the company acts as the single
companies to employ.
point of contact with full operational responsibility as well as a
What differentiates Kuehne + Nagel’s (K+N) offering from the
fundamental focus on supply chain integration.
others is its commitment to innovation. The innovative power of
“One of our biggest plus points is that the K+N lead logistics
the K+N Group builds on the combination of a proven profit-centre
competence centre is located in India, in addition to Singapore,”
structure, creative employees and a structured, centrally managed
says Mueller.
innovation approach.
In the field of perishables logistics, K+N offers transportation
“Continuous research and development of innovative products
and warehousing services for goods and commodities that are
and processes is deeply anchored in our corporate culture,” says
highly sensitive to temperature impacts.
Volkmar Mueller, managing director of K+N’s privately owned
These services have been made possible by employing the
Indian arm.
assets of the group’s two recent acquisitions in the Asia-Pacific
“Our success in the field is based on several pillars, notably
region, viz. Cooltainer in New Zealand and Links Logistics
global logistics capabilities, a convincing product portfolio
International Pty in Australia. K+N can move and store cargoes at
instilled with innovation, a customer-focused business strategy,
a given consistent temperature which is continuously monitored.
leading-edge communication and information systems, and a deep
“With this special service,
understanding of the Indian
we support customers from
specifics.”
Our success in the field is based on a deep
the food industry to maintain
K+N relies on more than 25
high quality standards of
years of market knowledge and
understanding of the Indian specifics
their products, while being
a strong workforce of around
processed in the supply chain, regardless of transportation mode
1,400 in an extensive network covering more than 41 locations
and location,” says Mueller.
in India. It has in place a development plan to further increase its
Six years ago, K+N India started the development of a pharma
reach and coverage in the country.
and healthcare supply chain product. Along with industry experts,
Its contract logistics portfolio includes an advanced warehouse
the company looked into existing bottlenecks in the complete
management system, Vendor-managed inventory (VMI), Customs
supply chain of the industry and identified the areas where it could
clearance and formalities, distribution and express solutions,
create a partnership to overcome them.
export processing and consolidation services, import warehousing
“During this study, we realised that, next to domestic and
solutions, and value-added services, including labeling and packing.
international transportation, a transit warehouse, specially for
“Our approach focuses on waste elimination across the
temperature-sensitive products, is a crucial requirement for a
service delivery process, worker empowerment, management
sustainable end-to-end pharma supply chain,” says Mueller.
through visual controls and dedication to total quality control,”
Based on this, the company developed a customised solution
says Mueller.
called ‘KN PharmaChain’ – a special transportation service defining
The company provides specific solutions to the requirements
various service levels ranging from ‘least sensitive shipments’
of industries like aerospace, automotive, FMCG and retail, hi-tech,
unaffected by small temperature deviations to ‘most critical
industrial and chemicals goods, as well as pharmaceuticals and
shipments’ requiring accurate temperature control during transit,
healthcare.
along with options which can be added to each product for our
Related activities can be seamlessly linked with the company’s
clients.”
international freight forwarding services to ensure efficient one-stop
“The initial response to this product from customers has been
shopping services, thus enabling fully integrated cargo flows and
very good; they have shown keen interest to partner us for further
storages which in turn can be tracked and traced by the company’s
development and implementation of the product for their complete
information management and monitoring systems.
supply chain requirements,” concludes Mueller.
In the domain of lead logistics, K+N can assemble and manage

“
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Heading inland
Jason Jiang chats to Logwin’s Tomas Sonntag in
Shanghai

“

The government is investing big
in the transportation sector, and we
have to follow this trend

L

ogwin, a global logistics service provider, is continuing to
expand its operational network in Asia, especially China,
driven by the growing demand for logistics services across
the region.
Logwin opened new offices in Hyderabad, India and the
Chinese city of Chengdu at the end of last year and this year
respectively.
Logwin has also enhanced its presence in the Pearl River Delta
region with new offices opened in Dongguan and Foshan.
“For the last 40 years, since we came to Asia, most of our
business was in the past controlled by Germany and some other
European countries. As the local economy has changed in Asia
and it has developed quite strongly in China especially in the last
20 years there are more consumer demands in Asia,” says Tomas
Sonntag, Regional Managing Director, Far East, Logwin. “This
means a lot of finished goods are sold and need to be shipped
here. Our aspiration is to lower the dependency on our home based
business and simply develop the business operation in Asia. There
is a goods flow of finished goods from northern China to southern
China, as China has been a manufacturing base; our aspiration is
also to simply get involved in this business.”
Logwin wants to expand in order to create as many opportunities
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as possible across transportation, warehousing, logistics service
and freight forwarding for its customers in China.
“We have grown tremendously in China for the last three to five
years,” Sonntag says. “We have had a major expansion of offices
from coastal cities to inland cities as our customers are moving
from the more expensive coastal areas to inland areas which have
cheaper land and labour costs and some local governments are
offering incentives. That’s why Chongqing and Chengdu have
become an attractive place. The government is investing big
in the transportation sector, and we have to follow this trend.
Adding offices in these inland cities adds great opportunities for
our business.”
“We know and understand how to deliver a comprehensive
range of logistics services across Asia, as we established our
presence in the region in 1972 and began operations in China
in 1992. During the last 40 years we have grown our business in
Asia exponentially as regional markets opened up to foreign trade
and expanded,” says Sonntag.
The opening of Logwin´s own offices in Shanghai and Dalian
in 1992 had a strong focus on logistics services for textile
production. Now Logwin in China currently employs more than
450 staff members throughout its 25 offices and offers a wide
range of services for its customers from different industry sectors.
The network includes 13 CFS and consolidation hubs with close
to 30,000 sq m, as well as six specialised warehouses with a
combined area of 15,000 sq m.
At the beginning of this year, Logwin opened a new warehouse
in line with its ‘red carpet logistics’ strategy in Beijing. The key new
features are a 1250 sq m fully equipped processing and shelving
area with a GOH facility. The facility has a 24-hour CCTV system
with security guards, intruder alarm system and a sprinkler system.
“Demand for products manufactured in China have traditionally
been destined for the European and US market. Now production is
also focused on supplying Asian consumers and as a consequence
intra-Asia logistics networks are flourishing.” Sonntag notes.
Logwin now has more than 50 offices in Asia including China,
Hong Kong, Taiwan, Korea, Thailand and India and fully half of
these offices are based in China.
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The ten most dangerous
trends impacting retail
supply chains today
Russel Beron provides readers with an essential list of retail pitfalls

W

ith the ongoing economic crisis in
Europe, uncertainty in the United
States and a relative slowdown in
Asia, global retailing is still on uncertain
ground. According to the International
Monetary Fund, global economic growth is
projected to drop from around 4% in 2011
to about 3.5% in 2012. The bright spot is
still emerging markets where, led by China,
growth is expected to approach 6%.
While this list looks at the ten key
dangers impacting global retail supply
chains this list can also be flipped into ten
opportunities for smart global retailers. This
article is a summary of a bigger research
project undertaken by Core Solutions to
understand the outlook for global retailers.

The complexity ranges from the growth in
retail channels (multichannel) and the need
to service consumers effectively across
these channels (omni-channel) along
with shifts in global sourcing markets,
requirements for faster lead times and
more demanding consumers. Retailers who
will survive and thrive need to manage this
complexity by continually adapting to the
market and using their supply chains as
competitive advantage.

Fearsome Ten
• Rising costs
• Increasing complexity
• Shifting markets
• Demanding consumers
• Margin erosion
• Multichannel
• E-retailing

Shifting markets

• Social commerce

As with costs and complexity, the shift
in our global economy that is having a
dramatic impact on retail is both a danger

• Sustainability

• Data analytics

Rising costs
Not a new issue, but definitely one that
is not going away is the reality of rising
costs. For most retailers, whether they are
focused on hard or soft goods, labour costs
in “low-cost” sourcing markets are a topof-mind concern pushing retailers to look
for new sourcing markets as an alternative
to the dominance of China and to optimize
their supply chains. Commodity and energy
price fluctuations are also expected to be
the norm and smart retailers will prepare
for the impact these fluctuations will have
on their supply chains.

Increasing complexity
Alongside rising costs, the increased
complexity of retail global supply chains is
another trend that will continue unabated.
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The global business to consumer e-commerce market will reach $1.25trn by 2013
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and an opportunity for global retailers.
With home markets in the US and the UK
facing flat or negative growth, the potential
for retail in emerging markets is an easy
draw. However few international retailers
have found success in China and other
developing markets. The other shift that is
occurring, especially in China is towards a
focus on supply to the domestic market as
opposed to the export market. This threat
to capacity of retailers dependent on Asia
sourcing is not to be ignored.

Demanding consumers
In the driving seat of a lot of the changes
occurring across the global retail landscape
and in turn impacting supply chains, are
consumers. They are the ones who demand
better quality, lower priced, sustainable
products that match the latest trends. They
tell their friends and create a buzz on social
media that can make or break products.
They buy smaller baskets of products and
treat retail stores like a showroom, buying
online where prices are cheaper. In this
consumer climate, supply chains need to
be fast, flexible and efficient.

Margin erosion
Late 2008 was a wake-up call for most
retailers which in reality they are still trying
to recover from. While retailer revenues
have increased steadily since late 2010,
profit margins are still around half of what
they were pre-crisis. This is a function of a
number of variables such as international
growth and higher costs. Retailers that
are bucking this trend are those that have
focused intently on their supply chains. In
the US this includes industry leaders such
as Walmart, Kroger, Target and Costco who
understand the need to respond quickly to
consumer trends, maintain lean inventories
and improve their business processes.

Multichannel
Multichannel is now an everyday buzzword
in retail to refer to the multiple formats
that retailers use to sell in different

markets. Retailers can test markets online
before setting up physical stores and add
catalogues, online stores, social commerce
and mobile. From a supply chain point
of view, multichannel retailing brings the
challenge of integrating the back-end to
ensure efficient supply and delivery of
products. According to one survey, a third
of respondents stated that they identify
products differently across channels (i.e.
same product but different SKU). In
this climate, it is imperative for retailers
to develop greater efficiencies across
channels.

E-Retailing
According to the Retail Sales 2011
Productivity Report, most retailing - 92%
in the US - still occurs in bricks and mortar
stores. However, while the physical retail
channel is growing in the low single digits,
electronic retail or e-commerce is growing
in the double digits. According to a recent
report by Interactive Media in Retail Group
(IMRG), the global business to consumer
e-commerce market will reach $1.25trn
by 2013, and the total number of internet
users will reach 3.5bn from 2.2bn in 2011.
Retailers need to figure out how this will
continue to impact their supply chains.

Social commerce
As social media has risen in popularity,
retailers and other consumer oriented
companies set up Facebook pages and
Twitter feeds as a way to engage and
influence consumers. This form of social
media continues to evolve and is now an
e-commerce channel in itself. In late 2011,
Facebook launched 3,500 store specific
Facebook pages along with a Facebook app,
called My Local Walmart. According to a
prediction by consulting firm, Booz & Co,
$30bn will be spent via social commerce
by 2015, up from $5bn in 2011. While this
is just a fraction of the total e-commerce
figure, the growth rate is something to keep
an eye on and we can expect to see many
developments in this channel.

Data analytics
Analytics on consumer behaviour is as
important as ever as sophisticated methods
gather information about consumers at
various touch points from the point-of-sale
to mobile devices, social media, online and
in-store behaviour. While this consumer
information is then used to market to
consumers in a more personal way, it is
still a challenge to figure out what this
information means. According to a recent
Accenture survey, more than two thirds
of North American business executives
said they plan to spend more on analytics.
To fully utilise this data, retailers will
need to bring in sophisticated software
and business consulting and integrate
this information into their planning and
forecasting process.

Sustainability
Unfortunately sustainability is often near
the bottom of the agenda, perhaps because
it’s softer and is a good closing off topic.
However, it doesn’t mean that it’s any less
important. In fact it has been touched on
in the above points, where demanding
consumers are pushing for everything from
greener products to better quality and
safety and fair treatment of workers. Aside
from consumers, government regulatory
bodies and policy makers are also taking
sustainability more seriously and are more
stringent about enforcement.
By no means is this list comprehensive,
but these dangers are indicative of a
fast changing and highly competitive
global retail climate where former retail
giants such as Borders and Best Buy are
struggling or in receivership and relative
newcomers such as Amazon and Apple are
global powers.
Russel Beron is a Director at Core
Solutions, a provider of extended product
lifecycle management, global sourcing
and supplier collaboration software
solutions which help retailers and brands
increase their profitability. Learn more
at www.coresolutions.com
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“

There is a Darwinian
effect occurring in the
supply chain as Fortune
1000 companies cut
weaker suppliers

”

Supplier Financial
Stability and Risk
Differentiation
in Turbulent Times
Thomas L. Tanel

T

he simple fact is that in today’s
longer global supply chains, product
moves over greater distances and
across more multinational borders than
in the more localised supply chains of
the past. In an era of wildly fluctuating
commodity prices and security regulations,
the coordination and execution required
for international shipments has become
more of a challenge than in the past. This
distance-based supply chain, whose links
are forged by many supplier tiers in various
countries, carries a risk in that the longer
and more diverse it becomes, the more it is
susceptible to unforeseen circumstances.
By consequence, the supply chain is
rendered delicate, extended, and bloated
in some way.
But now we find that market conditions,
security considerations, transportation
versus inventory costs of ownership,
and increasing regulatory and political
pressures are converging in such a way
that it makes the task even more daunting.
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Thomas L. Tanel, President and CEO, CATTAN Services
Group, warns readers on the dangers of smaller suppliers being
squeezed into oblivion
With these significant challenges, our risk
differentiation decisions and our supply
base’s financial stability influence the
supply chain and are influenced by the
supply chain. More importantly, taken
together, total supply chain costs consume
about 7 to 12 percent of corporate annual
revenue across all industries.
According to a multi-year analysis
of suppliers to Fortune 1000 suppliers
conducted by CVM Solutions, the 2010
study showed that the overall number
of relevant and highly used suppliers is
significantly smaller than many believed
and decreasing at a faster pace than in
previous years. This trend leads CVM to
believe that there is a Darwinian effect
occurring in the supply chain as Fortune
1000 companies cut weaker suppliers and
replace them with stronger ones. Although
the overall trend is downward, the study
also noticed that new suppliers were being
added as well, potentially resulting from the
fact that customers were ceasing business

with weaker suppliers and replacing them
with stronger ones.
As we face the potential for a shrinking
supplier base will this also impact supplier
capacity to meet customer demand? It
appears that the smaller, independent
suppliers are going out of business or
being discontinued, while the big supplier
corporate families seem to be getting
bigger through mergers and industry
consolidation. For those that frequently
buy from smaller, and potentially more
vulnerable organisations, you need to be
on the lookout for symptoms that a supplier
might be unable to weather the current
financial storm.
On average Fortune 1000 companies
are managing risk for less than a fifth
of their suppliers, new research claims.
The poll conducted by SIM software and
services firm Aravo, found that more than
half of the financial, procurement, and risk
executives polled from Fortune 1000 firms
have less than 20 per cent of their supplier

STRATEGY
base under active risk management. A
significant number of those polled (71.4
per cent) expressed that their biggest
concern continues to be risk of supplier
financial viability.
Closely monitoring the financial health
of suppliers has become an important
part of the job for anyone involved in a
company’s purchasing or procurement
sourcing efforts. During these tough times,
relationships should be a truly collaborative
process, with the supplier communicating
any anticipated failure or disruption well
in advance. A solvent supplier yesterday
may become an insolvent supplier today.
While supplier insolvency is a known risk,
the recent economic downturn has brought
it to the forefront. To weather this and
future storms, organisations must focus on
a proactive approach to better anticipate
changes in supplier viability and financial
health.
Mounting supplier viability concerns
require a comprehensive audit around
supplier risk with a scorecard that
provides valuable guidance for supply base
rationalisation decisions and maintaining
the “health” of key suppliers.
According to a recent research project
by the Procurement Strategy Council (PSC),
procurement organisations pay, on average,
an additional 4% to resolve a supply
incident stemming from supplier financial
distress. What specifically accounts
for that 4% cost increase? According
to the PSC research, the real cost of
poor supplier risk management includes:
supplier product line or facility closures;
reduction in quality standards, and supplier
layoffs, and bankruptcies.
The CATTAN definition of “Supply Risk”
is defined as the probability of an incident
associated with the inbound supply from
individual supplier failures and/or the
consequences of a volatile supply market
occurring, in which the outcomes result in
the inability of the purchasing firm to meet
customer demand or cause threats to its
customer base due to change, uncertainty,
variability, and chaos particularly during
turbulent times.
For procurement, risk management
represents the process of measuring or
assessing risk and then developing the right

strategies. Unfortunately, according to
many, including AMR Research, such ideal
circumstances don’t always occur. The
research firm says companies—especially
those that frequently buy from smaller and
potentially more vulnerable organisations—
need to be on the lookout for symptoms that
a supplier might be unable to weather the
current financial storm.
AMR Research suggests keeping an eye
out for the following ten warning signs of a
supplier at risk:
1. The supplier has a large part of its
businesses in depressed industries
2. It has raw material shortages, or
cannot meet the agreed upon leadtimes because of late purchase order
placement
3. It has heavily cut investment in R&D,
IT, capital equipment and/or resources
4. The quality of supply is deteriorating
5. The supplier has entered into significant
contracts with new customers
6. Staff is being laid off, and your
salesperson is nowhere to be found
7. Additional discounts are offered for
early payment or require cash in
advance
8. The supplier is restating earnings and
outlooks
9. It has high labour content that requires
a large weekly payroll
10. The supplier has absorbed heavy,
upfront R&D and manufacturing
tooling investments on new products
that are delayed—therefore extending
the time to break even
Having assessed the risks and identified
those that require action, plans need to
be drawn up and responsibilities assigned
to control and mitigate these risks. This
means risk identification, risk assessment,
and risk mitigation.
Open Ratings (part of Dun & Bradstreet)
provides purchasers with the ability to
proactively predict, identify, and plan for
potential supplier problems ahead of time.

“

It allows implementation of mitigation
strategies before there is a crisis, giving a
much broader range of choices in action
and the time to act level-headedly, avoiding
expensive, sub-optimal, hasty reactions
and possibly a very expensive, high-profile
supply failure.
In response to the supply chain’s
weaknesses and vulnerabilities, SupplyOn,
a platform for buyer-supplier collaboration
in the manufacturing sector, has redesigned
its service to enhance the process of
supplier evaluation. The company’s
“Performance Monitor” lets users analyse
supplier evaluation data in a variety of
ways, such as parts quality and delivery
reliability. For example, companies
conducting supplier assessments can carry
out comparative analyses
Another source, Panjiva, states it is
the leading intelligence platform for global
trade professionals. Panjiva will tell you
if your suppliers have been red-flagged,
either because someone on your team has
spotted something unusual, or because
Panjiva’s data points to problems -- such
as a dramatic drop in volume shipped to
US customers. It also allows you to set up
real-time alerts in your Panjiva Dashboard,
or work with a Panjiva analyst who can
combine shipping data with financial
information to provide a complete view of
your suppliers’ health.
In closing, the ability to spot trouble
ahead of time is extremely valuable. So
have you taken into account the fact that
engaging the global supply chain has
created new risks that you may not have
encountered before, risks in your supply
base that may surface when you least
expect it? So what is your organisation doing
to avoid a supplier financial meltdown or to
mitigate its effects? What supplier financial
viability metrics is your purchasing or
procurement sourcing organisation relying
on? Do you have a Supply Chain Continuity
Plan (SCCP)? Our advice is don’t get too
comfortable with the signs of a better global
economy.

It is not the strongest of the species that survives, nor the
most intelligent that survives. It is the one that is the most
adaptable to change.
Charles Darwin

”
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In search of growth
Accenture details which countries are set to be a whole lot richer by
2020 necessitating big supply chain changes

O

ver the coming decade, emerging
ec o no mi es w ill a cc ou nt fo r
approximately 57% of global
economic growth. Within those regions,
household incomes will increase by
more than $8.5trn. China and India will
lead the world, with projected rises in
household income of $3.2trn and $1.4trn,
respectively.
This is news you can use. After all,
global companies around the world know
the importance of “putting your money
where your markets are”. Thus those
organisations may not be surprised by
China’s and India’s staggering growth
projections, or by the fact that the United
States, Europe and Japan will grow more
slowly. Even smaller, less-global companies
know that their own country’s growth
may not sustain them indefinitely. More
than ever, companies in emerging market
countries need to put other emerging
market countries on their radar screens.
It also should be clear that the
emerging market story covers far more
than the BRIC countries of Brazil, Russia,
India and China. Growth—abstractly
speaking—is everywhere. And while various
measurement approaches may sound
similar, there are still broad differences
that demand a clear understanding not
just of the facts but the facts behind the
facts. This article looks at where growth
is happening around the world and how
growth details and characteristics differ
across regions. The source of all this
information is an extensive study performed
by the Accenture Institute for High
Performance in collaboration with Oxford
Economics. The two groups collected public
data from national statistics agencies
in 64 countries, used macroeconomic
information to formulate estimates and
forecasts, and collected emerging-market
information and insights from more than
600 executives.
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Figure 1: Household income growth 2010-2020 (US$bn, 2010 constant prices).

Fast moving targets
Things change quickly but not always
clearly. Consider the number of emergingmarket households with annual incomes
exceeding $30,000: China currently
trails 27 other economies in this category,
including Poland, Turkey and Colombia.
Over the next decade, however, China will
rise rapidly, leaving only three economies
with more households earning $30,000
and above: the United States, Japan and
Germany. In 2010, the number of Chinese
households at the $30,000 income level
was almost twice that of Thailand. By
2020, China will have 13 times as many
$30K households as Thailand. And as
shown in Figure 2, China will add more
households with >$30,000 income than
any other country, period.
Then there is India, whose economy
is expected to grow twice as fast as that
of Russia, Vietnam, Peru and Angola.
But whereas India’s growth is fueled
primarily by domestic demand (private
consumption accounts for 56% of India’s
economy), China’s economy is built largely
on investment and export growth (private
consumption comprises only 34% of

China’s growth). Russia, on the other hand,
is particularly dependent on its natural
resources: Oil, fuel and gas accounted
for 69% of the country’s exports in 2010.
These fundamental differences illustrate
the dangers of relying too heavily upon
macro-statistics.
The varying face of change is also
evident in Nigeria which, in 2010, had
a per-capita GDP of $1,300—lower than
the average across sub-Saharan Africa.
Nigeria’s total household income was
approximately $200bn (less than South
Africa’s), despite the fact that Nigeria’s
population is about three times larger
than that of South Africa. However,
Nigeria’s consumer-market potential will
soon outstrip that of many other African
economies. By 2020, 7.8m additional
Nigerian households are expected to have
annual incomes of $5,000 and above,
with 12% of that group earning more than
$30,000 per year. This represents $130bn
of additional household income. Nigeria’s
income growth is also greater than that
of many burgeoning Asian economies,
including Malaysia and Thailand. Nigeria’s

STRATEGY
key growth driver (like India but unlike
China) is its own rapid population growth.

Consumption trends by income strata
Spending on personal goods, televisions,
mobile telephones and two-wheel

At the >$30,000 income level,
significant boosts occur in the demand
for homes, healthcare services and basic
leisure goods. By 2020, an additional 80m
emerging-market households could reach

of $50,000 or more is estimated to nearly
double: from 18% to 34%. This translates
to an additional 3.6m households in that
income segment, representing a total
annual household income increase of
$380bn. Kazakhstan could more than
double the share of its population in this
income segment, from 7% to 15%. By
2020, Kazakhstan will have 770,000
households earning above $50,000.
This is more than Armenia, Bangladesh,
Bulgaria, Egypt, Ghana, Indonesia, Iran,
Kenya, Morocco, Pakistan, the Philippines,
Ukraine and Vietnam.

Looking beneath the surface

Figure 2: Additional households with annual income of $30,000 and above, 2010-2020.
vehicles typically increases when an
emerging-market household’s annual
income surpasses $5,000. By 2020, the
percentage of emerging-market households
earning less than $5,000 per year will
drop by half: from 40% to 20%. In effect,
225m fewer households—nearly half of
them in China—will make $5,000 or less.
During the same period (2010 to 2020),
11m fewer Indonesian households—20%
of the current population—will bring in
under $5,000 per year. The share of India’s
population earning less than $5,000
annually is expected to drop from 53%
to 19%.
At the $15,000 threshold, household
spending begins to include items such
as cars, computers and basic financial
products. Emerging-market households in
our analysis with incomes of $15,000 or
more are forecasted to rise from 36% in
2010 to 54% in 2020. This would add
240m households to this income segment,
with half the increase coming from
China alone. In Russia, 12m additional
households are expected to earn $15,000
or more by 2020. This represents a 20%
increase in 10 years.
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this level. China will lead the pack followed
by Brazil, with the latter expected to gain
more than 5m households earning at least
$30,000 annually. India is on course
to gain 21m households earning up to
$30,000 per year by 2020 — equivalent to
an additional aggregate household income
of $1.1trn. Mexican households currently
at the $30,000 level are expected to
boost their total income $340bn by 2020
— an increase higher than that expected
in Germany. Turkey could add 4.7m
households to this income segment by
2020. This represents a 73% increase over
the current number of Turkish households
earning at least $30,000 annually.
At $50,000 per year, emerging-market
spending begins to include more life
insurance and pension products, leisure
and tourism services, and luxury consumer
goods. By 2020, China could bring 5m
additional households to this segment—the
second-largest increase after the United
States. South Korea is expected to double
its number of >$50,000 households to
42% — one of the highest among emerging
economies. From 2010 to 2020, Turkey’s
share of households with annual incomes

Growth statistics across economies
and geographies are seldom a case of
comparing apples to apples. As noted
earlier, for example, India’s market growth
is built largely on domestic population
increases, while China’s is mostly the result
of investment and export growth. Another
cautionary point is varying regions’ use of
the term “middle class.” In some cases,
middle class connotes a specific level of
income. In others, it means the mid-point
in income distribution. This would explain
why the world’s middle class is thought
to comprise anywhere from 500m to 2bn
people. Semantically, it might seem like
a minor point, but not for companies
seeking solid information upon which to
make decisions about selling products
and services.
Given the potentially misleading nature
of statistics, it makes sense for companies
to base their emerging-market analyses
and penetration strategies on regions and
cities, rather than countries and continents.
In China, for example, there are stark
variances in income, demography, religion
and language, and it also is likely that
the most significant opportunities will be
found in lesser-known cities and provinces.
Zhengzhou is a prime example. By 2020, this
capital of China’s Henan province will have a
larger economy than Sweden, Hong Kong or
Israel. Another example is Surat in the Indian
state of Gujarat, which is forecasted to be
home to nearly 8m people by 2020 — more
than the countries of Paraguay, Uruguay,
Norway, Finland, Singapore, Libya, Togo and
Republic of the Congo.
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The cash conversion cycle
in Chinese companies
Chuwei Mao and David Robb discuss a key measure of working capital

O

ver the past decade, listed Chinese firms have reduced their
working capital (inventory plus accounts receivable minus
accounts payable), freeing up cash for other activities.
A key question for managers, especially as interest rates rise
again, concerns appropriate targets for working capital and its
components. Just how much should a firm spend on financing
working capital requirements to better serve customers and satisfy
suppliers? Our results show that getting this wrong can reduce
profitability.
A key measure of working capital, or liquidity, is the Cash
Conversion Cycle (CCC), which measures the time lag in days
between the outlay of cash for purchases from suppliers and cash
receipt from sales to customers. It equals the Inventory Conversion
Period (ICP) plus the Receivables Conversion Period (RCP) less
the Payables Conversion Period (PCP).

sum of the sales). Aggregate CCC declined markedly, from 93
days in 2002 to 56 days in 2009 – a compound annual decline
of 7%. Manufacturers achieved this by lowering inventories,
extending less trade credit to customers, and making more use
of supplier credit and/or delaying payments to suppliers. Driving
this phenomenon are the higher costs of holding inventories and
receivables associated with higher interest rates, which increased
significantly during this period, peaking in 2008. These trends are
also observed amongst listed Chinese wholesalers, whose mean
CCC declined from 43 to 33 days, and listed retailers, where it
declined from 19 to 16 days.

The Operations Cycle - adapted from Jordan (2003:643)
Firms like Dell and Amazon are renowned for having negative
CCC – effectively they convert sales to cash before they need to pay
vendors’ invoices, thus freeing up cash for other activities. Some
China firms, perhaps coveting the same status, frequently report
CCC to their staff as a performance measure. Yet how far should
a firm go in reducing inventories and culling customer credit?
Understanding past trends in CCC and its components can
help Chinese firms predict future cash management needs, even
through crises. In addition, a better understanding of the links
with financial performance can suggest favorable CCC values for
specific industries.

Recent performance
Looking at listed Chinese manufacturers reporting a full 8 years
of annual data for the period 2002-2009 we calculated aggregate
ICP from the sum, across all firms, of the average of the starting
and ending inventories, divided by the sum, across all firms, of the
cost of goods sold (Aggregate RCP and PCP values are calculated
in a similar fashion, except for RCP, where we divided by the
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Manufacturing aggregate annual CCC and its components (ICP, RCP,
and PCP)

The effect of the financial crisis
However, the trend was interrupted in 2009. For a better picture
of what transpired during the financial crisis we refined our lens to
quarterly data for 2008 and 2009, and with a larger sample size
of companies reporting for all eight quarters. While there was a
reversal in the trend - aggregate CCC values for listed manufacturers
increased from 54 days in 2008:Q1 to 70 in 2009:Q1 – the
downward trend resumed. The three components each show similar
patterns, with the inventory conversion period dominating in terms
of absolute size, and changes. Rising inventories would be driven
in part by a lagged response to reduced orders, especially exports.
Interestingly, the manufacturing ICP peak occurred one quarter
later than that in retailing – reflecting what is referred to as the
“bullwhip” effect. Manufacturing is often the last to be affected,

STRATEGY
and all too often sustains the largest swings in CCC and thus
working capital requirements. Research and practice have both
shown that manufacturers can reduce this effect, for example, by
obtaining sales, inventory, and forecast information from retailers.

CCC and profitability
Going beyond the trends, we investigated the relationship between
the three components of CCC and financial performance. Utilising
2009 data, our study included 1228 manufacturers. A common
value for CCC is 50-100 days, but the distribution is skewed to
the right. There are also large differences between industries, e.g.,
the average value for clothing manufacturers exceeds 200 days,
whereas for vehicle manufacturers it is less than 30 days.

Extreme values of CCC (and ICP, RCP, and PCP) are associated
with lower profitability, although there are exceptions. For example,
of the 73 (6%) firms with negative CCC in 2009, Hangzhou
Century Co. Ltd, the Shenzhen-listed manufacturer of retail
anti-theft and RFID systems had a CCC of -14 days but its ROA
and ROE exceeded 40%. To investigate this more rigorously we
performed a quadratic regression analysis on ROA with respect
to the three components of CCC, and found that the curves of
best fit were peaked in the middle (“concave”) for most of the
11 industry sectors. The model explained more than 17% of the
variance in ROA. While on their own these findings don’t prove
causality (e.g., a firm may be close to bankruptcy through reasons
other than poor liquidity management, and as a result may have
negative CCC from extremely high payables), they do support our
intuition that one can have too much or too little inventory, offer
too much or too little credit to customers, or take advantage of
too little or too much supplier credit.

Managerial implications

Distribution of CCC for manufacturers
But how does this relate to financial performance? The highest
median Return on Assets (ROA) and Return on Equity (ROE) occur
for companies with CCC in the 50 to 100 day range.

To a large extent the Cash Conversion Cycle, via its components
of Inventory, Receivables, and Payables, is under the control of
management. We’ve noted that, except for a temporary increase
during the financial crisis, the aggregate CCC of listed Chinese
firms has declined in the past decade. This pattern mirrors interest
rate trends which, except for the latter part of 2008, have risen
during the period. It also suggests that, in general, Chinese firms
should continue to seek reductions in CCC, especially as interest
rates rise.
While extreme values of inventories, receivables, and/
or payables are undesirable, selecting the correct target is a
challenge. One can consider “ideal” values of an industry sector
(Mao, 2011) but these values can only provide a guideline when
it comes to individual companies facing unique environments
and employing diverse strategies. For example, all else being
equal, firms differentiating themselves by providing high product
availability, or firms with lower demand, should have higher values
for ICP (at least for certain products), as the cost of shortages will
be higher. Similarly firms in regions with limited credit availability
should have lower RCP and PCP (at least for certain customers
and suppliers).
We believe overall declines in CCC will continue, especially
with interest rate and input cost pressures, and especially for
firms with relatively high CCC. This will free up cash for activities
outside operations. However, it appears some firms may currently
have unsustainably low inventories or receivables, or may be riding
their supplier’s credit facilities too hard. For those firms, a look at
the trends, aggregates and “ideals”, especially by industry, may
well provide some help in determining how their working capital
would be better sized and deployed.

Median ROA and ROE of manufacturers by CCC range
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customs

Training issues
Founder of International Trade Instrument and
Supply Chain Asia magazine correspondent,
Catherine Truel, answers your queries on
Customs regulations and processes
We want to build our internal knowledge of trade and customs
compliance, who should we train within the organisation?
This will depend on several factors such as the size of your supply
chain and the number of international borders it crosses, the
nature of your product, the exposure of your staff to international
trade activities and the strength of your processes. For instance it
is obvious that moving nuclear material will be more demanding
than shipping T-shirts. So the more complex your operations, the
wider you might have to extend your programme. The logistics
department is definitely the first area to train. It might also
be necessary to include more widely all staff on the front line
for instance the administration or customer services. They are
processing orders so they might have to be aware of export control
if applicable. They are also entering information in the system that
is likely to be used to generate the trade documentation. Staff in
the finance department might also benefit from training as duties
and certain customs procedures have an impact on the cash flow.
Sales and procurement staff can find it useful to understand trade
agreements and more generally methods to reduce the amount of
duties. If possible, an awareness session for the top management
would be very useful. Ultimately, compliance requirements cross
most functions so a wide training programme, at least in its
awareness form, can lower the risk of non-compliance

How much knowledge and expertise should we develop
internally?
The depth of knowledge must match your compliance requirement.
At the minimum there should be a basic knowledge of the principles
of classification, valuation, origin, procedures, export control and
licencing if applicable. However, the business must ensure it has
sufficient knowledge to match its compliance obligations. This
might mean setting up a specific training programme to upgrade
the knowledge in a specific area.

How should we organise our training programme?
The programme should consider the width and depth of the
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training required. Does the staff need just some “refresher”
training or is it a full beginner programme? Are there some new
areas of compliance that need to be developed? For instance to
support a new sales activity. This might be the case when the
sales team decides to sell under a trade agreement. The rest of
the organisation will have to master the principle of originating
status to comply with the rules of origin of that particular
agreement.
The delivery of the training might also be tailored to the
business with a mixture of on-site and online training.
Most importantly, the training programme needs to include
some “refresher” training sessions as trade and customs
compliance is a fast evolving field.

What kind of training is available?
There are several levels of knowledge. For business orientated
training, you’ll find many providers covering this area. Supply Chain
Asia has, for instance, a trade and compliance training programme
as part of its training suite of services.
For knowledge looking in details into one specific area you can
have a look at the World Customs Organisation training modules
(http://www.wcoomdtraining.org/en/home). These online courses
can help build a more technical knowledge of a particular Customs
area, as you need it.
Finally, for a more in-depth knowledge, the academia having
realised the need for trained professionals in the field of Customs
management, have developed some post-graduate programmes
such the Masters in International Customs Law from the University
of Canberra. There are also a few PhD programmes in the field of
customs and trade management. Universities with such offering
can be found via the International Network of Customs Universities
(INCU).
One point to remember is that training is an important part of
many Customs accreditation programmes such as the Authorised
Economic Operators. Under these schemes, training records must
be kept on file and available on request.

Supply Chain Asia
Logistics Awards

The Awards return
to Singapore in 2012
December 6th, Marina Bay Sands Singapore
Co-Primary
Sponsor
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sponsored by

book reviews

Living in a multipolar world

The Growth Map: Economic Opportunity in
the BRICs and Beyond
(Portfolio Penguin, 2011)
Jim O'Neill

E

conomic slowdown in China,
business confidence taking a big
hit in India, the Russian economic
model based on commodities and not much
else right now and Brazil’s economy looking
a bit creaky too. Those much-hyped BRIC
(Brazil, Russia, India, China) economies
are looking a little fragile at the moment
and that’s not good news when Europe
and the US are still feeling the global
financial crisis pain. So, perhaps inevitably,
everyone is looking for pastures new; those
economies around the world that offer some
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glimmer, some hope of growth and recovery.
It’s not that the Big Beasts like China and
India have collapsed but more is needed
to get the world back on its feet.
Jim O’Neill, chief economist with
Goldman Sachs was the man who coined
the term BRICs back in 2001 but in his
new book The Growth Map: Economic
Opportunity in the BRICs and Beyond he
too starts looking for more economies than
simply the Big 4. To be fair O’Neill did also
invent the term MIKT - Mexico, Indonesia,
Korea (South) and Turkey and these
countries are important to the “beyond” bit
of his latest book. Quite simply O’Neill now
doesn’t think the BRICs alone can sustain
global growth any longer, or even the BRICs
and the MIKTs combined. Now it’s the
‘Next 11’ that combined will have a BRIClike impact on the world. New entrants
into O’Neill’s pantheon of high growth are
Bangladesh, Egypt, Iran, Nigeria, Pakistan,
the Philippines and Vietnam. But, the new
list is problematic. We now live in a world
where a strong Russia, Brazil, India and
China are unthinkable while the MIKT’s
were countries bound into international
organisations – ASEAN, NAFTA etc. But
now we’re talking countries that are, to
put it mildly, a little hot to handle – Egypt?
Iran? The major conclusion from O’Neill’s
book is that while on the one hand we have
pastures new in the ‘Next 11’, they’re not
always going to be easy to work with.
Ruchir Sharma, head of Emerging

Paul French
analyses three
books that look
beyond the
BRICs

Market Equities and Global Macro at
Morgan Stanley Investment Management,
goes one step further than Jim O’Neill. In
his new book, Breakout Nations, he argues
that the BRICs are slowing and we need to
not just add to them but find replacements
if we’re to get the global economy back
on track again. With an economically
lumbering China, politically stagnant
Russia and India losing confidence the last
decade of the world’s celebrated emerging
markets is coming to an end. Indeed
Sharma thinks that O’Neill and most of
us (and our governments) overestimated
the power of the BRICs and the longevity
of their economic growth trajectories. He
also argues, convincingly, that we should
stop lumping countries as diverse as
Russia, Brazil and China together and then
extrapolating global growth and pay more
attention to what is specific and particular
in different national economies.
In some ways Sharma’s book is
predictable – pointing to India, Turkey,
Mexico and a resurgence of the southeast
Asian Tigers of the 1990s. But he is also
controversial – he cites Poland for instance
as a future high growth economy which
is not a consensus view among global
economists. Additionally while just about
everyone likes to talk about the twenty first
century being “Asia’s century” (or more
specifically “China’s century”) Sharma
believes that the coming shakeout in the
big Asian emerging markets could shift
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The coming shakeout in the big Asian emerging markets could shift the spotlight back to the West

Breakout Nations: In Pursuit of the Next
Economic Miracles
(Allen Lane, 2012)
Ruchir Sharma

the spotlight back to the West, especially
towards American technology and German
manufacturing. He also believes that the
world’s next two trillion-dollar economies
will be the big Muslim democracies –
notably Indonesia, but also Iran.
Sharma is also not afraid of making
some bigger bets than O’Neill does in
his book. For instance, Sharma predicts
a successful unification between North
and South Korea as well as believing that
sooner rather than later Eastern Europe
will give Western Europe a serious run for
its money.
One question that neither of these
books asks though is how much these
much-tipped successful economies are
talking to each other? A good question
and one that interests the contributors to
Development Cooperation and Emerging
Powers: New Partners or Old Patterns? This
book explores the development policies
of Brazil, China, India, Mexico and South
Africa (yet another combination of BRICs/
Breakout Nations), analysing how “SouthSouth” cooperation has evolved and where
it differs from traditional development
cooperation as we’ve seen between the
older industrialised powers in Europe and
America. This sort of analysis is useful in
moving beyond the notions of American or
Chinese centuries and looking at a more
multi-polar world with multiple centres
of power or influence both replacing and
sitting alongside the more traditional.
What all these books get at is that the
world in a few years time is not going to
look quite the same as it does today – we

may be talking about economies like China
a lot less, about places like South Africa,
Warsaw, Turkey or Indonesia a lot more and,
maybe, we’ll be talking a lot more positively
about America and Western Europe. Indeed
a reading of these three books leaves this
reviewer with one overwhelming conclusion:
that however the global economy shakes
out, who moves up the rankings and who
down, who recovers and who falters we’re
going to be living in a world with a plethora
of power centres, north and south; east
and west. In fact we should probably try
and start thinking differently already –
BRICs, MIKTs, Breakout Nations, New
Partners, Old Patterns – we already live in
a multipolar world.

Development Cooperation and Emerging
Powers: New Partners or Old Patterns?
(Zed Books, 2012)
Sachin Chaturvedi, Thomas Fues &
Elizabeth Sidiropoulos
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Muscat’s cargo aspirations

J

ust how many so-called “major cargo
transport hubs” does the Middle East
need? Muscat is the latest candidate
to throw its hat into the ring, joining
heavyweights such as Dubai, Doha and Abu
Dhabi in chasing freight. The ceo of Oman
Air is keen to set up a dedicated freighter
division on the back of booming cargo
volumes within the bellies of its passenger
fleet this year.
Its cargo revenue increased by 47
percent for the January to May period while
cargo tonnage increased by 33 percent.
“We have got these light bodies that
can carry 60 tonnes of cargo from the
East and to Europe. We are putting a lot
of emphasis to filling those up and, down
the line, introducing a cargo operation
in Muscat,” Wayne Pearce, who was
appointed CEO of Oman Air in January, told
local media in late June.
“My goal would be to introduce that by
the end of the year. I have to go through
the proper processes but things are looking
quite promising,” he added.
Meanwhile, Emirates SkyCargo
continues to expand its global network
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of more than 120 destinations, using
bellyhold space aboard Emirates’
173-strong fleet of modern widebodies.
Its state-of-the-art Cargo Mega Terminal at
Dubai International Airport, which opened
in 2008, has capacity to handle 1.2m
tonnes a year.
Across in the neighbouring emirate, just
two hours’ drive from Dubai, Abu Dhabi
International Aiport is home to fast-growing
Etihad Cargo. A division of UAE flag carrier
Etihad Airways, it carried a record 31,700
tonnes of cargo in March, up 20 percent
on the previous year. Freight services are
offered to over 80 destinations, 10 of
which are cargo-only links using a fleet

“

Muscat is the latest candidate
to throw its hat into the ring,
joining heavyweights such as
Dubai, Doha and Abu Dhabi in
chasing freight

”

of six dedicated aircraft - including the
company’s first Boeing 747-400 Freighter,
which was added this spring. Four more
cargo aircraft are on order for 2013-14
delivery.
Qatar Cargo Airways, freight arm of
Qatar Airways, is based a further 600km
along the Gulf coast in Doha, capital of
the world’s richest country in per capita. It
operates six cargo aircraft, with another five
on order, as well as using bellyhold space
on Qatar Airways’ rapidly expanding fleet of
109 aircraft with a further 250 units worth
$50bn on order.
In order to cater for the airline’s massive
expansion a new Doha International
Airport with eventual capacity of 50m
passengers is under construction, with
the first phase scheduled to open in
December. Cargo facilities will also
feature prominently - since it acquired a
35% stake in Cargolux, Europe’s largest
all-cargo carrier, in late 2011 the airline
“has been able to draw on the synergies
between our two companies to operate a
wider network of freighter services,” CEO
Akbar Al Kaker has said.

